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Teaching 

Philosophy 

      

An Associate  Professor of  Chemistry  with fourteen years of teaching 

experience at the community college level.  Experienced in teaching a range 

of chemistry courses in various formats .  These courses include allied health 

chemistry courses,  general chemistry courses for science majors and 

organic chemistry courses.   Course formats include face-to-face courses, 

online courses,  laboratory courses, and hybrid lab courses.  Also 

experienced in proposal preparation, counselling,  and advisement.   

 

My teaching philosophy is based on the best methods I used in learning  to  

complete my formal education when I was a student in college.  The best 

learning experiences I had were watching my graduate advisor  over a 

period of years , studying with my graduate student peers during scheduled 

study sessions, and devoting a significant amount of time to solving 

problems which either challenged me or initiated a high level of curiosity and 

drive within me.   Incorporated in these three separate experiences are a 

combination of individual work, group work, and  being mentored  by an 

expert.    I can recall  experiencing the successful  completion of learning 

outcomes using all three examples .   In the case of individual work I can 

remember studying  for hours in an empty classroom to solve a calculus 

problem that I had to solve because it bothered me that I could not solve it.  

In the case of group work I can recall studying for exams in an 

organometallic chemistry  course with  a group of  four to six other students 

in graduate school.  This group consistently scored the top four or five grades 

on each exam.  In the case of being mentored by an expert  I didn’t realize it 

at the time but many of the laboratory skills  I have now  that are related to 

working with air sensitive compounds were learned from watching my 

graduate advisor perform them over a period of several years.   



So  my teaching philosophy is to provide a framework for students to  

generate curiosity as a driving force for them to learn the content in addition 

to the motivation of either a high grade in the course or simply course 

completion.   My goal is to give students authentic problems and examples to 

drive curiosity which inevitably will increase time-on-task  which leads to a 

successful learning outcome.  Authentic problems include results from the 

experiments they maybe doing in labs that week or actual experimental 

results from the research literature where they are asked to make estimates 

or predictions about the data or to complete a table given a list of data.   

Group work is easily incorporated  into a laboratory setting but it is more 

difficult to do  this in a lecture room and even more difficult  to do this  outside 

the classroom .  Group work outside the classroom is possibly  the most 

effective learning experience a student can have in college.  Since  assigning  

students to group work  is sort of contrived, I typically assign a one question 

challenging problem that students quickly determine they must work in a 

group in order  to solve it.   It is a graded event and students submit this 

problem at the next class session  where we review and discuss the 

problem.  So  an important part of the framework for learning the content is 

the inclusion of  discussion  around the major  concepts in the course  during 

class time and/or outside of the class .    In lab this is done through problem 

sets, students working in pairs, frequent discussions with the instructor and 

reframing an experiment so that  students are curious about the results.  For 

example in the past students would learn the technique of measuring the 

boiling point and the refractive index of an organic liquid.   I reframed the 

experiment to ask the question about a liquid that is supposedly  

cyclohexane.   The bottle is labeled cyclohexane.  This is the question for 

that experiment.   “Using your lab results as the basis for your evaluation, is 

the liquid in the bottle cyclohexane or is it a mixture? “ 

From the individual work I came to appreciate the importance of time on task 

in learning difficult concepts.   I would say  the amount of time  spent on the 

content is related to the authenticity of the work being assigned and the level 

of curiosity generated by the activity.      

As far as mentoring  from an expert, there are limited opportunities to do this 

in class.   Working a problem on the board while students copy it to their   



lecture notes is limited in its effectiveness so to take advantage of this 

experience I use two techniques.    A wonderful time for students to interact 

with an instructor is the few minutes immediately after lecture.  Sometimes it 

is okay to end the lecture a few minutes early to encourage students to ask a 

question about the previous content.  Some of the most revealing and 

thoughtful questions were presented to me at this time.   An example is when 

a student thought the exponent in sp
3
 referred to the number of electrons 

when it actually indicates the number or atomic orbitals of that type. In this 

case there are three p orbitals and one s orbital in this type of hybrid orbital. 

The second  technique is for students to do specific problems from the text 

and ask for student volunteers to share their answers with the class.  

The evidence that  my  model for teaching college students is successful is  

the percentages of  Ds and Fs in my courses has decreased to below 10%   

from  approximately 25%  over the  2011-2014 period while the  

improvement in Bs and As has increased to a current level of 40%  from  

30% over this same time period.     Also  the median of the ratings from my 

student evaluations has moved  from above-average to the above-average-

excellent range.  The following statement  is anecdotal but I have noticed a 

significant decrease in the total number of office hour visits per semester 

over the 2011-2014 time period.  

 

Education 
 PhD (Cum Laude) -- Texas A & M University, College Station, 

Texas  -   Discipline Area:  Organic and Polymer Chemistry,  1991  

 B.S. Chemistry (Magna Cum Laude) -- North Carolina Central 
University,  Durham, North Carolina , 1979  

 

  

 

 

Professional 

Experience 

 

2009 -  present  Associate Professor of Chemistry, Georgia Perimeter 

College, Dunwoody, Georgia   

 

 Developed course materials for successfully teaching general 
chemistry online ( 2011-2014)  

 



 Developed and taught the first hybrid chemistry lab course at GPC 

(2012)  

 Chair, Chemistry Curriculum Committee ( 2010-2012)   

 

o Developed and received approval for the  first campus-wide  
Chemistry Safety Lab Policy  

o Coordinated SACS Chemistry Program Review  

 

 Chair of Dunwoody Campus Peer Review Committee (2012) 

 

 Chair, Faculty Screening Committee (Chemistry, 2010)  

o Faculty member recommended for hiring is currently a 
department chair  

 Georgia Academy of Science Councilor (2009-2011) 

 

  Master Faculty Advisor, Dunwoody ( 2010 –present) 

o  Organized  and co-presented  cohort training workshops 

o Presented  cohort faculty advising overviews to Dunwoody 
Physical Science and English departments  

 

 

 

2003 -  2009  Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Georgia Perimeter 

College,  Lawrenceville and Dunwoody, Georgia   

 

 Served as the GPC representative Councilor  for the Georgia 
Academy of Science  

 Served as the Dunwoody campus Course Coordinator for the 
Organic Assessment Exams.  

 Successfully served as the Event Coordinator for the Chemical ID  
event at the 2005 Science Olympiad  

 Successfully served as the 2004-2005 Organic Sub-committee chair 

 Team member of  a NSF funded recitation project that led to  
improved learning for students taking non-science majors chemistry 

 

 

2000 -  2003  Instructor of Chemistry, Georgia Perimeter College,  

Decatur, Georgia   

 

 Major commitment to excellence in teaching led to significant 
increase in enrollment with several classes now filled to capacity 

 Collaborated extensively with colleagues and superiors in an effort 
to improve  chemistry facilities resulting in  a major renovation of 
chemistry laboratories 



 

 

 

1999 - 2000  Instructor of Chemistry and Physics (part-time) - 

Chattanooga State Community College, Chattanooga, Tennessee   

 

 Lectured  allied health students for  three semesters  in survey 
chemistry courses  and survey physics courses  

 

1997 - 2000  Seminar Speaker, Elite Health & Nutrition, Chattanooga, 

Tennessee   

 

 Developed, marketed, presented and  sold  consumer and corporate  
health and fitness workshops   

 

1994 - 1997  Director of Research, Innovative Sports Technologies, 

Chattanooga, Tennessee  

 

 Developed the first  prototype of an injury-event  compression 
device  design to minimize inflammation and speed healing  

 

1991 -  1994    Senior Chemist , E.I. Dupont,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 

 

 Led a multi-group project in the development of an analytical test 
that could differentiate nylon polymer from non-nylon polymer  
impurities. 

 

1985 - 1991  Research & Teaching Assistant (graduate student), Texas A 

& M University, College Station , Texas 

 

 Prepared and presented lectures at regional and national meetings 
of the American Chemical Society  

 Developed the first computer program  for operating  spectrometers 
on a 24-hr cycle resulting in significantly shortened data acquisition 
times  

 

 

 Collaborated extensively with colleagues and superiors on a 
polymer research project resulting in a novel method for measuring 
reaction kinetics at polyethylene surfaces.  

 Lectured for one year  in the general chemistry laboratories  

 

 

1979  -  1985   Captain,  United States Marine Corps, Parris Island, South 

Carolina 



 Received the Navy Achievement Medal for planning and 
coordinating the installation of an IBM 5500 mainframe computer 
system for the Parris Island Marine Base  

 Presented military instruction  classes to recruits   for three years 

 Developed inventory controls methods for the logistical branch of a   
battalion size military unit resulting in a 15%  reduction in the loss 
from an inventory worth 0.5 MM dollars 

 

 

 
 

Professional 

Activities  

 

 Participant in  NSF Threading Flavones Workshop,  Atlanta,   2014  

 Attended the NACADA Drive-In Conference, UGA, 2014  

 Review of Publisher (Pearson) textbook titled , Tro  Molecular 
Approach, 2014  

 Current Member ACS, 2013-present   

 Current Member, NACADA 2011-present  

 Member, GAS  2013- present   

 

 Attended Southeast Regional Meeting of the American Chemical 
Society, ACS Workshop / Conference Sessions,  Atlanta 2013  

 

 Attended Seminar on Thermo fisher Scientific Benchtop Picospin-45 
NMR Instrument, Dunwoody Campus,  2013 

 

 Review of Pearson’s Digital Organic Chemistry Project, 2012  

 Session Coordinator at the NACADA Drive-In Conference, Georgia 
Perimeter College,  2011 

 

 Participant in Vernier Instrument Workshop, Newton Campus, April 
2011 

 

 Presented Science Demonstration at Pleasantdale Elementary 
School in Dekalb County, May 2011 

 

 Attended Web Conference by Magna Publications :   Online vs F2F, 
2011 

 Attended PITTCON Conference , March 2011 

 Attended the Teacher’s Professor Conference. Washington, D.C  
May 2009  

 Special Awards Judge at the May 2008  Intel International Science 
Fair  

 Attended the Teacher’s Professor Conference,   Orlando, May 2008  

 Attended the Strategies for Success conference April 2008  

 Attended the Teacher’s Professor Conference, Atlanta, GA  May 
2007  



 Attended the Fall 2005 PRISM/Southeastern Association for 
Science Teacher Education Conference at the University of Georgia  

 Served as a panel member for a forum on the Georgia Performance 
Standards held by the  Gwinnett County High School Science 
Department, Summer 2005    

 Attended the Spring 2005 NSTA Conference in Dallas, TX  

 Completed a workshop on assessment at the Spring 2005 NSTA in 
Dallas, TX  

 

 

 

 

 

Publications/ 

Presentations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grants  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awards  

 

 

 

 

 

 Presented  “Development of an Introductory  Chemistry Hybrid Lab 
Course” at SERMACS, Atlanta, GA  (2013) 

 Cengage Project Tomorrow Research Study, 2013(Collaborator)  

 

 Chemical Reactions, Dunwoody Chemistry Lab  Manual ( 2009-
2014)   

 

  Course Materials for Cohort Training Workshop (2011-2012) 

 

 Powerpoint lectures slides for General, Organic, and  Biochemistry 
by Hein, John Wiley and Sons, 9

th
 edition  

 

 Presented paper on the recitation in introductory chemistry 
laboratories at  Prism Conference,  Atlanta, GA ( 2006) 

 

 

 

 

 

 STEM Funded Proposal to Develop Chem 1152 Lab Experiment 
(Collaborator) 

 STEM Funded Proposal to Develop GPC Assessment Exam for 
First Semester Organic Chemistry Course (Collaborator) 

 PRISM Funded Proposal to Evaluate Recitation in Introductory 
Chemistry Laboratory Courses (Collaborator) 

 

 

 

 

 Phi Theta Kappa International Honor Society Award for Teaching 
Excellence  

 Dale Carnegie Speaking Awards ( four separate awards)  



 

 

 

 

 

 

References 

          

 Texas A& M University Minority Merit Fellowship 

 Navy Achievement Medal 

 Goodyear Chemistry Incentive Award 

 American Institute of Chemists Award  
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